
I am an experienced Community Changemaker, Poetician, Model, Mentor, Manager, 
Qualified trainer, Problem solver, Social Scientist and entrepreneur.
I care about our unique and diverse community and aspire to create a strong 
positive impact, to the well-being of our society. We are surrounded by change 
that is happening globally. Our work-style and life-style are rapidly changing. 
Brexit negotiations, Covid-19, and the possibility of a new US President and the 
advancements of new technology will all impact on our livelihoods.

We need to bring the Liberal Democrats to the fore front on campaigns and a 
modern out look of Britain, and to raise awareness of what we stand for. We need 
to further engage with our communities and empower them and to have a more 
inclusive Britain that is fit for 21st Century. My motivation is to do exactly that; I 
am motivated to make that change and advance the understanding of what we, 
the Liberal Democrats represent.

I first became involved in politics when I was at University and I proactively 
engaged with local politicians in Islington. Following this, I have undertaken 
different roles including English Council and London Regional Diversity Champion. 
As the Regional Diversity Champion, a role I greatly enjoyed, I increased the 
number of teams and community participation in thinking how well we improve 
diversity and inclusion in our towns and Cities. Also the number of BAME taken for 
election recruitment for the first time increased within the Lib Dems.

I feel that it is important that we continue to encourage and promote diversity 
and inclusion from our Communities and in the Liberal Democrats so that we truly 
reflect and understand all our region. I am motivated to help bring that change 
and advance the understanding of what we the Liberal Democrats represent. 

Lead improved Communication and strategy for London 
regions.
Support the 2021 Mayor’s Election Campaigns.

Manage the aspect where we rebuild Lib dems

Improve recruitment on Candidates in standing and 
provide training.

Promote health and well being for all Commitee 
members, assessment candidates and our Lib dem 
members.

Get the best of the teams, procedures and improve 
Standards across London. 

Motivate new ideas and create winning teams across 
London.
Support a new organisational approach and help rebuild 
and improve our organisations Structures.

Lead a team towards a general Election and enhance the 
Lib Dems values across UK.

CHAIR REGIONAL CANDIDATES  COMMITEE 
JULLIET MAKHAPILA

I will help 

VOTE   FOR  ME  AS  NO 1
KNOCK  KNOCK

  STANDING UP AS A VOICE FOR EVERYONE

E: jullietbora@gmail.com Tel: 07742 384 052


